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11 Sunday- B 2012 
Mark 4: 26-34 
 
 -For we walk by faith and not by sight. 
 -…all the seed would sprout and grow, he knows not how. 
 - The smallest of all the seeds…once it is sown…springs up and becomes… 
 
So what am I supposed to hear? 
 
I am here in a new role.  I have parish stuff to do.   
You are in the pews, most for many a year.  You have parish stuff to do.   
So what is it that we are doing?   
What is it that we do… when we say “I believe”?   
 
Mark’s Gospel gives us a clue about what our discipleship is about.  It’s a three-fold 
process. 
 
First, we begin with the call or summons.  We are supposed to “hear it” and in Bible 
language that means: “obey it”.  
 
That results in “being with” Jesus, in following Him. 
 
Thirdly, following the model of Jesus’ life is:  preaching, teaching and healing. (p155 
Sacra Pagina v.2 Donahue & Harrington) 
 
But the answer to how we do this is not within me to tell you.   
I haven’t figured it out.  I don’t see clearly.   
Because it is by faith we walk, not by sight. 
 
And so, we scatter seed and watch it grow without knowing how.   
We act in faith and let the Lord grow what will become the greatest.   
Some will say that this is naïve, that we need to control and manage the end result 
or chaos will prevail.   
In the ways of the world, that is logical.   
But God’s truth makes human wisdom seem foolish.   
You see we’ve had the impossible proven in front of our very eyes. 
 
While we may be the mustard seed whom through faith great things are to be 
accomplished,  
the mustard seed, the least of all seeds,  
can be seen in the very paschal mystery of our Lord. 
 
He was born completely small and vulnerable in a manager.   
He was seized in the middle of his mission, stripped, beaten and crucified in the 
most tortuous manner.   
The world thought him powerless and beaten.   
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And yet with his resurrection, all of creation was born anew. 
 
It is that mystery to which we are called to join our lives…to whom we are to join our 
lives.   
We will do so in minutes when we will come to his altar, joining together to be one 
with Him.   
And then we we’ll be sent forth to share Jesus’ healing presence with the world. 
 
There are challenges.  We utilize our resources to share Jesus with the world.  There 
are expenses, buildings and grounds to maintain, salaries to pay, things to buy.  
Those challenges can be daunting.   
We experience here at St. Mary’s what everyone else is experiencing in our 
economy:  expenses are up and revenues are down.   
 
Yes, we will do what we can to trim expenses and encourage income.   
I am looking forward to this Fall, when the diocese will launch a stewardship 
program to help parishes grow.   
I’ve been given a sneak preview.   
This isn’t a stewardship program like our old “contribute time, talent and treasure”.  
This program will be about parish vitalization in the belief that when parishes are 
vital all the rest will come.  
 
In all of that we are called to embrace a New Evangelization.   
Evangelization is the word derived from the Greek meaning “gospel”.   
We are a sent people.   
Ite missa est.  
 “Missa” is the Latin root for our word “mission”.    
As we leave here, where are we being sent?   
Where are we to go to love God and neighbor?   
Each of us has our own call and all of us share a call as St. Mary’s Parish.    
 
I am listening to where God is prompting me to go.   
I stopped by the Eastside Neighborhood Association meeting last week just 4 blocks 
south on Charlotte.   
They hunger to be our neighbor.   
The neighborhood has been through some trying decades as our parish has.   
They have hunger we may be able to nourish and they may have answers for us as 
they are no strangers in revitalization.     
While I drive by that old abandoned city fire house on the corner, I am also 
encouraged by all of the new houses that have gone up.   
Those folks are doing something right.   
They need us and we need them.   
 
This Thursday I will be going to the Eastside block party on E. Main.  I am going just 
to get to know them in the hopes that someday I won’t refer to “them and us”, but 
just plain “us”.   
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There’s a bulletin insert about it.  Come for some fun and sharing of hearts. 
  
This is walking by faith and not by sight.   
This is how the faith walk has gotten us here 2000 years after Jesus’ birth.   
This is how we will walk into the 22nd Century 
… and how we will walk into eternity.   
 
You see, Jesus announced that the time is fulfilled and the kingdom is imminent (Mk 
1:14-15).   
This is the kingdom of the “already” and the “not yet”.   
Our eternity has already begun.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


